October 31 2018

Advisory Committee on Medicines Scheduling
Therapeutic Goods Administration

Re: Proposed amendment to scheduling of Paracetamol (modified release)

The NSW Poisons Information Centre (PIC) strongly supports the up-scheduling of modified
release (MR) paracetamol preparations. The risks associated with poisoning from these products,
particularly deliberate self-poisonings, far outweigh the few benefits associated with reduced
frequency of dosing, from four times a day with immediate release (IR) paracetamol , to three times
a day using MR paracetamol, with no evidence of increased efficacy. However, we are not
convinced that a move to Schedule 3 will adequately m inimise access and reduce risk. We suggest
a rescheduling of all MR paracetamol to schedule 4 and IR paracetamol in packs of greater than
48 tablets to Schedule 3.
The NSW PIC provides a call centre service to NSW, Tasmania and the ACT on a near full-time
basis and a shared after-hours service to the remainder of Australia. This results in approximately
half of Australia's poisons-related calls being received by NSW PIC.
Research recently presented at the Toxicology and Poisons Network Australasia (TAPNA) 2018
annual scientific conference1 shows paracetamol overdose in Australia is increasing, in both
frequency and size (number of tablets). Calls to NSW PIC regarding intentional paracetamol
overdose increased by 80%, 2004 to 2017. The median number of tablets ingested in each
overdose has increased from 15 to 20 tablets in that period. There are also a much greater number
of large overdoses, with approximately 500 ingestions of over 40 paracetamol tablets in 2017,
compared to only 140 such exposures in 2004. This trend is also reflected in adm issions to
hospitals nationally for paracetamol poisonings, which have increased by 51 % in the 16 years to
2014-15. The clinical significance of this trend is illustrated by the 449% increase in toxic liver
injury in the same period . Paracetamol exposure is the most common cause of toxic liver injury in
the western world2 .
Costs to the health system are impacted by these increasing admissions for paracetamol
poisoning, and increase in length of stay (2.7 days in 2014-15 up from 2 days in 1998-99). Based
on standard bed costs/day, this equates to a doubling in expenditure on admissions relating to
paracetamol poisoning from an estimated $17M in 1998-99 to $34M in 2014-15 (adjusted for
inflation).
Much of the increase in paracetamol poisonings is related to MR paracetamol, which in 2017
accounted for 12.6% of all single ingredient paracetamol exposures. The standard paracetamol
concentration time nomogram cannot be used to identify patients at low risk of hepatotoxicity. In
addition, the unpredictable pharmacokinetic profile of MR paracetamol results in delayed and
multiple peaks so patients nearly always require the acetylcysteine antidote (compared to only
around a third of IR paracetamol poisonings). They also require prolonged treatment, more

pathology services and longer admissions3 . Thus MR paracetamol poisonings are far more
expensive to treat when compared to IR paracetamol poisonings.
Analysis of most recent call data to the NSW PIC from Jan to Sept 2018 highlights the difficulties
with MR paracetamol poisoning and management. Deliberate self-poisoning (DSP) with MR
paracetamol is more likely to require antidote treatment with acet le steine, more like! to need a
hi her dose and a rolon ed treatment.

There is growing evidence from multiple sources that the rate of deliberate self-harm, including
deliberate self-poisoning , is increasing amongst young people4 ·5·6 and that this behaviour is starting
at a younger age. NSW PIC call data shows MR aracetamol is a o ular choice b
eo le
in self-poisoning.

We bel ieve moving MR paracetamol to Schedule 3 will provide minimal deterrence to those looking
to purchase for self harm. Previous rescheduling to Schedule 3 to reduce misuse and harm have
not been successful and required further up-scheduling to schedule 4. The move of codeine to
pharmacist only medicine in 2010 failed to curb the increase in codeine misuse.7 The effects of the
move of codeine to Schedule 4 earlier this year are yet to be analysed , but early indications appear
favourable. More restrictive re-scheduling has been effective in the past: moving alprazolam from
Schedule 4 to Schedule 8 was associated with a considerable reduction in overall use and adverse

events associated with alprazolam8 . These factors all indicate a more restrictive approach is
needed to be effective in reducing access of MR paracetamol to those likely to use it for harm.
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We acknowledge a move to prescription only might mean an increase in price of MR paracetamol
for many patients, and there may be a proportion of patients w ho could be changed to an opiate
based pain reliever due to a perception of increased effectiveness and/or value for money. This
should be discouraged , and in order to avoid such events we propose reintroducing a PBS listing
for MR paracetamol for those patients with an appropriate need. Any resulting increase in cost to
the health system would likely be offset by the savings made as we see fewer patients admitted to
hospital for management of MR paracetamol poisoning.
In the UK, reduced pack sizes of paracetamol led to a reduction in deaths resulting from
paracetamol overdose11. Thus it is relevant to also consider pack sizes of all forms of paracetamol
freely available for public purchase. There are greatly increased risks and complexities with
managing massive paracetamol exposures (>35 grams) 12 . ATOM-2 study on massive
paracetamol exposures showed 14% of exposures developed hepatotoxicity and 42% of these
were despite standard antidote treatment being commenced w ithin eight hours. Nearly 40% of
massive exposures to paracetamol required an increased dose of acetylcysteine antidote in the
first 21 hours to reduce the risk of hepatotoxicity. Restricting Schedule 2 pack sizes of IR
paracetamol to 48 tablets would help to reduce the likelihood of massive paracetamol poisonings
from single impulsive purchases, while having minimum impact on access to affordable OTC
paracetamol.
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